### 2012 Crime Statistics

#### DEATH INVESTIGATIONS
- Murder: 0
- Manslaughter: 0
- Accident: 0
- Suicide: 0
- Natural Causes: 0

#### SEX OFFENSES
- Rape: 10 (Reported), 1 (Unfounded), 7 (Actual), 0 (Arrested), 2 (Ex-Cleared)
- Attempted Rape: 0
- Statutory Rape: 0
- Incest: 0
- Sedonym: 1
- Sexual Battery: 6 (Reported), 1 (Unfounded), 4 (Actual), 1 (Arrested), 1 (Ex-Cleared)
- Public Indecency: 0

#### ROBBERY
- Armed Robbery: 1 (Reported), 0 (Unfounded), 1 (Actual), 1 (Arrested), 3 (Ex-Cleared)
- Other Robbery: 3 (Reported), 0 (Unfounded), 3 (Actual), 1 (Arrested), 2 (Ex-Cleared)

#### ASSAULTS/PERSONS CRIMES
- Simple Assault: 5 (Reported), 1 (Unfounded), 4 (Actual), 2 (Arrested), 1 (Ex-Cleared)
- Aggravated Assault: 6 (Reported), 0 (Unfounded), 6 (Actual), 5 (Arrested), 1 (Ex-Cleared)
- Battery: 18 (Reported), 0 (Unfounded), 18 (Actual), 10 (Arrested), 3 (Ex-Cleared)
- Simple Battery: 25 (Reported), 4 (Unfounded), 21 (Actual), 4 (Arrested), 2 (Ex-Cleared)
- Aggravated Battery: 0
- Kidnapping: 0
- Terroristic Threats: 3 (Reported), 2 (Unfounded), 1 (Actual), 1 (Arrested), 2 (Ex-Cleared)
- Missing Persons: 0

#### BURGLARY
- Total Burglaries: 58 (Reported), 8 (Unfounded), 46 (Actual), 20 (Arrested), 54 (Ex-Cleared)

#### LARCENY
- Total Larcenies: 324 (Reported), 52 (Unfounded), 272 (Actual), 26 (Arrested), 46 (Ex-Cleared)

#### MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT
- Total MV Thefts: 11 (Reported), 1 (Unfounded), 10 (Actual), 9 (Arrested), 9 (Ex-Cleared)

#### DAMAGE TO PROPERTY
- Criminal Trespass: 148 (Reported), 6 (Unfounded), 142 (Actual), 50 (Arrested), 2 (Ex-Cleared)
- Criminal Damage: 29 (Reported), 2 (Unfounded), 27 (Actual), 5 (Arrested), 3 (Ex-Cleared)
- Anson: 5 (Reported), 0 (Unfounded), 5 (Actual), 3 (Arrested), 2 (Ex-Cleared)

#### FRAUD
- Embezzlement: 0
- Forgery: 7 (Reported), 0 (Unfounded), 7 (Actual), 1 (Arrested), 7 (Ex-Cleared)
- FTC Related Fraud: 28 (Reported), 0 (Unfounded), 28 (Actual), 1 (Arrested), 1 (Ex-Cleared)
- Computer Related Fraud: 9 (Reported), 2 (Unfounded), 7 (Actual), 3 (Arrested), 4 (Ex-Cleared)

#### ALCOHOL/DUPLICATE OFFENSES
- DUl: 157 (Reported), 1 (Unfounded), 156 (Actual), 6 (Arrested), 5 (Ex-Cleared)
- Underage Possession: 241 (Reported), 0 (Unfounded), 241 (Actual), 87 (Arrested), 2 (Ex-Cleared)
- Drug Possession: 130 (Reported), 11 (Unfounded), 119 (Actual), 28 (Arrested), 3 (Ex-Cleared)
- Drug Distribution: 6 (Reported), 0 (Unfounded), 6 (Actual), 2 (Arrested), 4 (Ex-Cleared)

#### TOTALS
- 1231 (Reported), 93 (Unfounded), 1132 (Actual), 37 (Arrested), 303 (Ex-Cleared)